
4A's Art &
literacy work

In Year 4, we have been researching the life and art
work of Frida Khalo. Students, inspired by her paintings

and techniques, produced their self-portraits. 
 

In Literacy, we have been working on the book
'Journey' by Aaron Becker, an imaginative adventure

story whose elaborate illustrations inspire wonder,
careful examination and multiple reads.
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Apart from Art, Literacy has also been one of our highlight of
the last weeks; we have been 'reading' the wordless book

'Journey' and despite the fact the there are no words in this
book, students have embraced the story and have produced

some wonderful sentences using a variety of literary
techniques such as alliteration, pathetic fallacy,

personification and metaphors. 
 

Follow the girl on an elaborate flight of fancy in a
wondrously illustrated, wordless picture book about self-
determination — and unexpected friendship. A lonely girl
draws a magic door on her bedroom wall and through it

escapes into a world where wonder, adventure, and danger
abound. Read some of our sentences below...



"A dark, foggy world of ghosty vibes and a soul
of stone. A dull, bat black and insipid room." 

- Alfred 
 

"A room where even the clocks look weary and
fatigued. The paintings are drained and worn;

the blanket is opaque and lethargic." 
- Ania

 
"A clear and elegant garden of luminescent

fireflies where all the good memories go back
to the girl's head and immediately create her

excitement." - Almudena



"A headdress of golden domes stood on top of the
gigantic gold-plated palace." 

-Daniel
 

"Overhead the clouds, flew a magestic, magnificent,
amazing bird; a combination of pink and purple; a

magenta bird. The fuchsia, gigantic bird was moving
its wings in and out through the cotton candy clouds
like an aeroplane going up and down in the cloudy

sky. A glorious song, a natural, cheerful and calm tune
like a sunset's waves."

-Cloe 



"The shimmering sunlight of the jewelled
forest is like a path created only for her.
She entered the trees cheerfully, twisting,
whilst flying, letting her spirit go through

the soft melody of the cold air that nature
gave, weaving, floating and dancing

happily in the magical world." 
- Viviana

 
"As the day stretched, an elegant palace
grew from the water like a giant aquatic
plant. The fortress rose so quickly that the

girl blinked and it was already up." 
- Sergio


